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Covering with Euclidean Boxes 
IMRE BARANY AND JEND LEHEL 
Parallelopipeds of the d-dimensional Euclidean space ~d with faces parallel to the axes are called 
boxes and box(p, q) denotes the intersection of all boxes containing the points p, q E ~d. Here we 
prove the existence of a constant c depending only on d such that any compact set V c ~d has a 
subset of cardinality at most c which induces a box-cover of V, that is V c Up.qes box(p, q). That 
result is used to derive further covering theorems in combinatorial geometry and hypergraph theory. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Parallelopipeds whose faces are parallel to the coordinate axes of the d-dimensional 
Euclidean space jRd are called d-dimensional boxes. The notion of boxes generalizes one-
dimensional convex sets, that is intervals of the real line. Combinatorial properties of box 
families and related structures have been investigated by several authors (cf. [4], [8] and their 
references). 
Let box(p, q) denote the box-hull of the point set {p, q} defined as the intersection of all 
boxes containing p and q. It follows from a well-known theorem of Erdos and Szekeres [5] 
that among any 22d- 1 + I points of jRd there are three, p, q and r with r E box(p, q). A 
stronger fact is true in the plane (see [8]), namely, for any finite set V c jR2 one can find 
a subset S c V of at most four points such that V c Up.qEsbox(p, q). 
The question whether analogous property holds or not for three and higher dimensional 
spaces has been proposed with A. Gyarfas. This question is answered affirmatively in our 
Theorem 1 as follows: there exists a constant c = cd(d) such that if V c jRd is a finite (or 
compact) set then there is a set S c V, lSI ~ c with V c Up,qESbox(p, q). The theorem is 
proved in Section 2. 
We note that the lower bound 22d- 1 ~ c is only known on the constant in Theorem 1 and 
we do not know of an upper bound close enough to that order of magnitude. For example, 
in case of d = 3 we only know that 16 ~ c ~ 314• 
In Section 3, Theorem 1 is applied to prove a covering theorem on d-dimensional box 
hypergraphs which was known only for d ~ 2 (cf. [8]). 
The box hull of two points can be defined equivalently by the 2d orthants forming a 
special cone-subdivision of jRd. In Section 4, we extend the box cover result formulated in 
Theorem 1 for any cone-subdivision of jRd (Theorem 3). 
In the last section, Theorem 3 is applied to derive further geometric and combinatorial 
results related to coverings. Especially, we show that if d and <p are fixed (d ~ 2, n/2 ~ 
<p < n) then any finite set V c jRd contains a subset S, lSI ~ c = c(d, <p) with the property 
that for every v E V there exist points p, q E S satisfying pvq 1: <po This angle cover result 
has a direct proof in [1] which results in a reasonable upper bound on c as a function of 
d and <po 
2. THE Box COVER THEOREM 
THEOREM I. There exists a constant c dependent only on d such that any finite set 
V c jRd contains a subset S, lSI ~ c satisfying V c Up,qESbox(p, q). 
PROOF. W.l.o.g. one can assume that distinct points of V possess distinct non-integer 
coordinates, moreover, if Pi and qi are the ith coordinates of the points p, q E V such 
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that the open interval (Pi' q;) contains no Vi for any V E V, then there is just one integer in 
(Pi' q;) for any i = I, ... , d. Thus every point p E V belongs to some unit cell U(p) of IRd 
defined here as the direct product of open unit intervals having integer endpoints. 
From now, we deal with boxes whose corners have integer coordinates, that is B is called 
here a box if B = Xf=l Ii' where I; is open interval with integer endpoints for every 
i = I, ... , d. The cross ofa box B = Xf=l I; is defined as the set cross (B) = Uf=l {x E IRd: 
Xi E I;}. The cross of the unit cell U(p), shortly denoted by cross(p), satisfies obviously 
cross(p) n V = {p}. 
The external orthants of a box B are defined as the 2d connected components of the set 
IRd jcross(B). We say that box B is covered by a set S c IRd if B c box(U(p) u U(q» holds 
for some points p, q E S, or equivalently, if S meets two opposite external orthants of B. 
We define the orthant index Lis(B) as the number of those external orthants of B which 
contain points from S. Our first observation follows by a simple pigeon-hole argument. 
PROPOSITION A. If Lis(B) ~ 2d- 1 + 1 holds for some set S and box B, then B is covered 
by S. 
A box B is called active with respect to a given set S c V if B is not covered by Sand 
B n V ¢ S. 
Let B1, ••• , Bn be a family of boxes contained in some box B. The 2dn supporting 
hyperplanes of the Bis, i = I, ... , n, define a cell-decomposition of B containing at most 
(2n + l)dboxes, called cells. Let us denote by d the family of all cells in the decomposition 
which are active with respect to a fixed set S c V. The cell-decomposition is called orthant 
index augmenting if a set S+, S C S+ c V containing one point from each member of d 
satisfies either 
or A n V c S+, for every A E d. 
PROPOSITION B. If B is an active box of IRd with respect to a set S c V then B has an 
orthant index augmenting cell-decomposition containing at most (2t + Il cells, where t is a 
constant dependent only on d. 
PROOF. A cell-decomposition of B is called simple ifit is defined by a single box C c B. 
Denote by d(C) the family of all cells which are active with respect to S in the simple 
decomposition defined by C. Clearly, Id(C)1 ::::; 3d• If this simple decomposition is not 
orthant index augmenting then by definition, there exists a cell E E d(C) such that 
En V ¢ S u {p} and Lisv{ p}(E) = Lis (B) hold for every p E V\S. Cells with this property 
are called exceptional, or simply X-cells. 
Assuming that there are X-cells among the members of d(C) for any box C contained 
in B, we prove the proposition in three steps. 
CLAIM I. If E, FeB are X-cells of two (not necessarily distinct) simple decompositions 
of B then there exists a common transversal hyperplane H for E and F (i.e. E n H '" 0 and 
F n H '" 0) such that H is parallel with some coordinate hyperplane and H n V '" 0. 
Suppose on the contrary that there are translates of the d coordinate hyperplanes which 
separate E and F. This means that E is contained in some external orthants F* of F and 
F is contained in some external orthant E* of E. Let B1 and B~ be the external orthants 
of B contained in E* and F* , respectively. Obviously, B1 and B~ are opposite orthants of 
the active box B, thus, for example, B1 n S = 0 can be assumed. Therefore, Lis v {p} (E) > 
Lis(B) holds for any point p E F n V c E*, which contradicts the assumption that E is an 
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X-cell. Since the transversal hyperplane for E and F can be chosen in the cross of some 
v E V, Claim 1 follows. 
CLAIM 2. If tff is the family of all boxes contained in B which are X-cells in some simple 
decomposition of B, then there is a t-element set T c V satisfying T 11 cross(E) #- 0 for 
every E E tff, where t is a constant. 
This claim follows immediately from Claim 1 by using a Helly-type result on d-intervals 
proved in [6]. (A set of IRI which is the union of d open intervals is called ad-interval.) 
LEMMA. There exists a constant t dependent only on d so that if § is a finite family of 
pairwise intersecting d-intervals of IRI then some t-element set of IRI meets every member of §. 
CLAIM 3. The t unit cells covering the points of T obtained above define an orthant index 
augmenting cell-decomposition of B. 
Suppose on the contrary that this cell-decomposition is not orthant index augmenting 
and assume that C is a cell such that C 11 V ¢ S u {p} and Lis v {p}(C) = Lis(B) hold for 
every p E V\ S. Then C is an X-cell in the simple decomposition of B defined by C. Hence 
C E tff and by Claim 2, there is a point pET 11 cross(C). Now in the cell-decomposition 
defined by the t unit cells cross(p) 11 V = {p} holds which means that C is the unit cell 
containing p. Consequently, C 11 V c S u {pl. This contradiction proves Claim 3 and 
Proposition B. 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 1 by the following simple procedure based on 
Propositions A and B. Put k = 2d - 1 and m = (2t + 1 t. Let us start with the empty set 
S = 0 and with an arbitrary box B containing V. Then augment successively the orthant 
indices by decomposing the current active boxes into m or less cells as it is described in 
Proposition B and by replacing the current set S with S+. Clearly, in each step S augments 
by at most m points of V. 
Now!Proposition A implies that any chain B ::::l BI ::::l ••• of active cells in that sequence 
of cell-decompositions has length at most k, thus the total number of active boxes emerging 
in the procedure is bounded by I:7= I mi. Therefore, at the termination of the procedure we 
obtain a set S, lSI < «2t + 1)d)2d with the property that V c Up,qes box(p, q), This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Now we show the lower bound c ~ 22d- 1 on the constant c in Theorem 1. Let V c IRd 
be a finite set of points having distinct coordinates and define a coloured (transitive) 
tournament T(V) on vertex set Vas follows. 
For p, q E V, pq is an arrow (directed edge) of T(V) iff Pd < qd (i.e. arrows indicate the 
total order in the last coordinate); pq is coloured with I, I c {1, 2, ' .. , d - 1}, iff Pi > qi 
for every i E I and qi > Pi for every i E {1, ... ,d - 1}\I. 
Obviously, T(V) contains no directed path of two arrows having the same color iff 
VII box(p, q) = {p, q} holds for any p, q E V. One can see easily that the converse is also 
true, that is if G is an arbitrary 2d- I -coloured transitive tournament without monochromatic 
path of size two then there is a set V c IRd such that the tournament T(V) coloured as 
above is the same as G. Moreoever, the number of vertices of G gives a lower bound on c 
since VII box(p, q) = {p, q} holds for any p, q E V. 
On can give a tournament G with these properties and having 22d- 1 vertices as follows. 
Put k = 2d- 1 and let the vertices of G be the k-tuples (tl, ••. , t k ) where ti = 0 or 1 for 
1 ~ i ~ k. There is an arrow from (II, ... , tk ) to (Sl, ... , Sk) coloured with the ith 
colour iff ti < Si and tj = Sj holds for any j < i. Then G has 2k vertices and is clearly a 
k-coloured transitive tournament without monochromatic path of size two. 
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We note that 2k is the maximum number of vertices of k-coloured tournaments with this 
property (see [3] and [7]) so improvement in the lower bound on c cannot be expected in 
this way . 
The bound c ~ 22d- 1 is tight for d = 1 and 2; however, the right order of magnitude of 
c = c(d) is not known in general. The upper bound c < «2t + V)2d obtained in the proof 
of Theorem 1 is far from the lower bound 22d- 1 even if we knew that t = ted) in the Lemma 
is a linear function of d. Actually, we are able to prove only ted) ~ d 2d• 
It is worth noting that one can devise a more sophisticated orthant index augmenting 
algorithm based on Propositions A and B which improves considerably the upper bound 
on c yielding c < (2t + ll· 32d• In [6] , t ~ 4 is proved for d = 3 so we can obtain 
16 ~ c(3) ~ 314 • 
The gap between the lower and upper bound is too large yet, so further details are 
omitted. 
We note finally that Theorem 1 also holds for any compact set V c !Rd. To see this one 
has to apply a usual compactness argument. 
3. ON Box-HYPERGRAPHS 
The box-cover result in the previous section was originally proposed as a problem 
concerning the e-bound property of box-hypergraphs. We mention first that type of 
consequence of Theorem 1. 
If V is a finite set and E c 2v then H = (V, E) is called a hypergraph; V and E are its 
vertex set and edge set, respectively. 
The strong stability number a(H) and the covering number e(H) of a hypergraph 
H = (V, E) is defined as 
a(H) the maximum cardinality of a set A c V so that IA n el ~ 1 for every e E E; 
e(H) the miminum number of hyperedges (and vertices) whose union is V. 
A family Jf of hypergraphs is called e-bound (see [8]) if there exists a functionf(x) so that 
e(H) ~ f(a(H» holds for every HE Jf. 
H = (V, E) is called ad-dimensional box-hypergraph if V c !Rd and E = {e l , e2 , •• • , em} 
is defined by m boxes B 1 , ••• , Bm c !Rd as follows: ej = B j n V, i = 1, ... , m. 
In [8], it is proved that the family of all d-dimensional box-hypergraphs is e-bound for 
d = 2. As a corollary of Theorem 1, we obtain the same result for any d ~ 1. 
THEOREM 2. If H is ad-dimensional box-hypergraph then e(H) ~ co' aCHY, where c and 
Co are constants depending only on d. 
PROOF. Let H = (V, E) and define a graph G on the vertex set Vas follows. For any 
x , y E V, xy is an edge of G iff there is no hyperedge e E E such that x, y E e. Observe that 
the maximal complete subgraph of G has r:x = a(H) vertices. Put c = 2d- 1 and let us 
partition the edges of G into c subgraphs G1 , ••• , Gc according to the following equivalence 
relation defined on the edges of G. W.l.o.g. we assume that distinct vertices x and y have 
distinct coordinates, that is X j "# Yj for every 1 ~ i ~ d. Supposing that uv and xy are 
edges of G with Ud < Vd and Xd < Yd, uvand xy are equivalent iff (u j - vJ . (x j - yJ > 0 
for every i, 1 ~ i ~ d - 1. 
Now every Gj , 1 ~ j ~ c, is a comparability graph, since the relation x -< y iff xy is an 
edge of Gj and Xd < Y d is clearly a partial ordering on the vertices of Gj • Comparability 
graphs are perfect (see [2]), thus x(G) = meG) holds for every j , 1 ~ j ~ c, where X 
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denotes the chromatic number, i.e. the minimum number of stable sets covering the vertices 
of the graph, and Q) is the maximum number of vertices of a complete subgraph. Since every 
Gj c G has complete subgraphs with at most oc vertices, X(G) ~ IIJ=I X(Gj ) ~ OCC follows. 
Now we show that e(H) ~ coX(G). If J'; is a stable set of G then x, Y E J'; implies 
the existence of a hyperedge e E E with x, y E e. Then by Theorem 1, there is a Co such 
that J'; is covered by at most Co boxes having the form box(x, y) c e. Hence, e(H) ~ 
coX(G) ~ cooc(HY· 
4. ON CONE-SUBDIVISIONS 
To present further consequences of Theorem 1, first we extend the box-cover result. 
A cone-subdivision of !Rd is a finite set C(; of convex cones whose apex is the origin 0 with 
the properties: 
(a) each C E C(; is a pointed cone, i.e. C n (- C) = {OJ; 
(b) for distinct Ci , ~ E C(;, Ci n ~ is a proper face of both Ci and ~; 
(c) uC(; = !Rd. 
It is easy to see and is actually well-known [10] that in a cone-subdivision every cone is a 
polyhedral set, that is the intersection of a finite family of closed half-spaces of !Rd. 
Furthermore, for every a E !Rd, there is a unique F(a) with a E relint F(a) which is the face 
of some C E !(j. 
As an example, the 2d orthants of !Rd form a cone-subdivision and F(a) = {x E !Rd : 
sng(a;) = sgn(x;), for i = 1, ... , d}. 
Given a cone-subdivision !(j of!Rd and two points p, q E !Rd, (p ¥- q), we define box~(p, q) 
as the polyhedron 
(p + F(q - p» n (q + F(p - q». 
In our example above, when C(; is the set of orthants box~(p, q) is just the box-hull 
box(p, q). 
A finite family Je of (d - I)-dimensional subspaces of !Rd with uJe = {OJ defines a 
cone-subdivision !(j(Je), called special cone-subdivision, in the following way. Let us consider 
the connected components of !Rd\ (u Je) which are open, pointed cones and denote by !(j( Je) 
the set of their closure. 
Special cone-subdivisions are symmetric, that is C E !(j(Je) implies - C E !(j(Je). 
Obviously, !(j( Je) is a cone subdivision of!Rd if and only if there are d linearly independent 
vectors among the normals of the hyperplanes belonging to Je. 
Theorem 1 concerns the special cone-subdivision defined by the coordinate hyperplanes. 
That result is extended now for arbitrary cone-subdivisions of !Rd. 
THEOREM 3. Given a cone-subdivision!(j of!Rd, there is a constant k = k(!(j) so that every 
finite set V c !Rd contains a set S c V, lSI ~ k with 
V c U box~(p, q). 
p,qES 
PROOF. Let Je = {HI, .. , , Hn} be the set of all (d - I)-dimensional subspaces of!Rd 
which contain the (d - I)-dimensional faces of the cones in C(;, Then c(;(Je) is a special 
cone-subdivision of !Rd and 
bo~(.lt')(p, q) c box~(p, q) for each p, q E !Rd. 
Now consider the space IRd as a subspace of !Rn• So HI, ... , Hn are (d - I)-dimensional 
subspaces of !Rn• 
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It follows by a simple argument from linear algebra that we can find (n - I)-dimensional 
subspaces H(, ... , H; having linearly independent normals in such a way that H; = 
H;' n IRd (I ~ i ~ n). Now these subspaces can be taken the n coordinate hyperplanes of 
IRn, so we may apply Theorem I to the set V c IRd C IRn. 
Thus there is a subset S c V, lSI ~ c = c(n) with 
V c U box(p, q), 
p,qES 
where box(p, q) is meant in IRn, and therefore, 
V c U (lRd n box(p, q» U box<t(.II"lp, q) c U box<t(p, q). 
p,qES p,qES p,qES 
5. GEOMETRIC VARIANTS 
Theorem I has the next immediate corollary. Any finite or compact set V c IRd contains 
a subset S, lSI ~ c (c is a constant dependent on d) with the property that for every 
v E V \ S there exist points p, q E S satisfying pvq 1: ~ n/2. 
As the first application of Theorem 3, we extend this 'angle covering' result for any angle 
cp in the role of n/2. 
THEOREM 4. Let d and cp be fixed, d ~ 2, n/2 ~ cp < n. Then there exists a constant 
c = c(d, cp) such that every finite set V c IRd has a subset S, lSI ~ c with the property that 
for every v E V \ S there are points p, q E S satisfying pvq 1: ~ cpo 
PROOF. Let us consider a 'dense' cone subdivision <c of IRd such that the angle between 
any two halflines at 0 and belonging to the same cone of<c is at most (n - cp)/2. Observing 
that v E bo~(p, q) implies pvq 1: ~ cp, our theorem follows by Theorem 3. 
In [I], Theorem 4 has a direct geometric proof which results in a reasonable upper bound 
on c as a function of d and cpo In fact, the method developed in [I] lead to the proof of 
Theorem I presented in Section 2. 
Let Jf be a finite family of hyperplanes of IRd with nJf = {u}. Then the cones of the 
special cone subdivision <C(Jf) can be two-coloured, say with red and blue, so that distinct 
cones C1, C2 E <C(Jf) having a common (d - I)-dimensional face are of distinct colour. 
(This fact known as a folklore in combinatorial geometry can be proved easily by induction.) 
Let {RI' ... , R,} be the set of red cones in <C(Jf) and put 
, 
R.II"(x) = U (x + R;), for x E IRd. 
; = 1 
From now we assume that IJfI = n is odd, in particular, one of C and - C is red for any 
C E <C(Jf). We say that a set V c IRd is in general position with respect to Jf if no vector 
p - q (p, q E V, P :F q) is parallel to any HE Jf . 
THEOREM 5. Let d ~ 2 and Jf be given as above. Then there is a constant k = k(d, n) 
so that every finite set V c IRd in general position with respect to Jf has a subset S c V, 
lSI ~ k satisfying V c UPES RAp). 
PROOF. Let us apply Theorem 3 for the special cone subdivision <c = <C(Jf). Then we 
get a subset S, lSI ~ k with V c UP,qES box<t(p, q). The set S will do in this theorem, as 
well. To see this, take v E V \ S and p, q E S such that v E box<t(p, q). Since n is odd, either 
p - q E R; or q - pER; holds for some i, I ~ i ~ t. Because of symmetry and since V 
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is in general position, we may assume that F(q - p) = Ri. Thus, v E box~(p, q) c p + 
F(q - p) cRAp). 
Theorem 5 is somehow related to a conjecture of Erdos (cf. Sands, Sauer and Woodrow 
[9]) which says that there exists a functionf(x) which satisfies that if given a tournament 
T with vertex set V whose arrows (directed edges) are t-coloured, then there is a subset 
S c V, lSI ::::; f(t) such that every vertex v E V\S can be reached from S by a monochromatic 
directed path. 
This conjecture is known to be true for t = 1, 2 and open for t > 2, even if the colour 
classes are transitive (i.e. if VI V z and V z V3 are arrows of the same colour then VI V3 is an arrow 
of that same colour). For transitively coloured tournaments the conjecture takes the simpler 
form that each v E V\S can be reached from S by a single arrow. Now Theorem 5 implies 
that for a rather restricted class of transitively coloured tournaments the conjecture above 
is true. This class of tournaments can be given in terms of the red cones R I , ••• , R, of any 
special cone subdivision defined by an odd number of hyperplanes of !Rd. 
Let Yf and V c !Rd be as in Theorem 5. We define a t-coloured tournament T(Yf) as 
follows: its vertex set is V and two distinct vertices p, q E V form an arrow pq of colour i 
if and only if q - pERi, I ::::; i ::::; t. 
Clearly, T(Yf) is a transitively t-coloured tournament. Furthermore, the set S c V 
obtained by applying Theorem 5 has the property that each v E V\ S can be reached from 
S by an arrow. Indeed, v E R.Jt'(p) = P + Ri holds for some PES and i, I ::::; i ::::; t, which 
means that pq is an arrow of T(Yf). 
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